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Abstract
Deportation is the right of territorial states to return illegal or undocumented migrants to their home countries. However, the non-refoulement principle prohibits deportation if the illegal migrant faces persecution in their origin country. The territorial state should notice the situation in their home country before deporting them and refrain from their action if there is an indication of threat of persecution in the origin state. One of the cases happened in February 2022; Malaysia deported more than 1000 undocumented migrants from Myanmar back to Myanmar, even though a coup d’état had already occurred in Myanmar. This paper will explore the nexus whether coup d’état can lead to the well-founded situation and well-founded fear of persecution. Furthermore, it will assess the decision by Malaysia to deport Myanmar immigrants back to Myanmar with the non-refoulement principle. This paper uses a normative method to analyse the research problem. Research shows a clear nexus between a coup d’état and well-founded fear of persecution when the Coup creates uncertainty in citizen’s lives and people in a dangerous situation. Consequently, the deportation decision by Malaysia violates the non-refoulement principle, hence it is illegal.
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A. INTRODUCTION

Freedom of movement is recognized not only by the UN Charter\(^5\) but also by the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR\(^6\)), as stated in Article 12. However, the right of freedom of movement can be limited by national security, public order, public health, or the morals and rights of other people.\(^7\) Therefore, both countries of origin and destination possess the right to limit freedom with the objective of protecting the people in both countries of origin and destination. The limitation might be justified by the country that implements the limitation.

A problem occurs when individuals who conduct movement do not possess documents for or fulfill the requirements established by the destination country. The aim of the movement can be for seeking asylum or refugee status, or economic objectives, yet it becomes prohibitive for them to take care of official documents.

The problems regarding the movement of people have themselves occurred in almost all parts of the world, with ever-greater numbers of internal conflicts, fears of severe human rights violations, violence and torture\(^8\), and poverty that has yet to decrease.\(^9\) IOM recorded approximately 272 million international migrants.\(^10\) Meanwhile, the UNHCR recorded more than 26 million refugees, 45.7 and 4.2 million asylum seekers”.\(^11\) These immense numbers become a problem for both transit and destination countries, because not all of the people in movement possess skills which can compete with the residents of the destination country.

At the level of ASEAN itself, Malaysia is one of the most targeted destinations for those with economic objectives, seek asylum, or desire to obtain refugee status from the UNHCR in Malaysia compared with other ASEAN countries.\(^12\) Data from the World Bank shows that Malaysia has 2.96 to 3.26 million migrant workers\(^13\), while the number of refugees and asylum seekers in Malaysia reach over 176 thousand people.

Diagram 1
Number of Asylum Seekers and Refugees in Malaysia 2020

Source: unhcr.org\(^14\)

A new problem emerged when the government of Malaysia through its immigration planned to send Myanmar nationals back to their home country. On 23 February 2022, the High Court of Malaysia granted a request for the temporary residence of Myanmar nationals until a judicial review regarding their fates was conducted. Yet, immigration persisted in sending back more
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5 Article 13 Universal Declaration of Human Rights, GA Res. 217 (III), UN Doc. A/810 (1948)
than 1000 Myanmar nationals to Myanmar military vessels to return to Myanmar.\textsuperscript{15}

Malaysian immigration stated that the deportation\textsuperscript{16} does not include refugees and asylum seekers. However, for more than one year, the UN was unable to access immigrant detention centres.\textsuperscript{17} The vagueness regarding who are to be sent home causes concern for the international community, moreover after the fall of the Myanmar government at the hands of the military junta after the military coup d’état\textsuperscript{18}.

The deportation of Myanmar can be justified as limitation of freedom of movement in human rights since it is a derogable right. However, the government of Malaysia also needs to consider the situation occurring in Myanmar. When it is proven that threats to life or serious human rights violations can occur to Myanmar nationals who are returned, the government of Malaysia violates the principle of non-refoulement as international customary law.

The principle of non-refoulement does not only cover asylum seekers and refugees, but also immigrants. Therefore, the sending home or deportation that is conducted by the party of the territorial state must be conducted with extreme caution and careful consideration.

The non-refoulement principle is one of the sources of international law that binds countries without having binding international treaties to exist.\textsuperscript{19} Therefore, the government of Malaysia with all its incapability to see the situation in Myanmar can be charged with violating the non-refoulement principle, which is included as one of the international customs, specifically in the field of human rights law\textsuperscript{20}.

Although later it was proven that those who were deported were only illegal immigrants, their safety when they return as well as the justification for the deportation must also be examined further. Malaysia should act with caution regarding the fates of the Myanmar nationals. Before the transfer, Malaysia should allow the UNHCR or any other UN institutions that deal with the issue of asylum seekers and immigrants to evaluate the Myanmar nationals.

Malaysia decided to defer the second stage of deportation after the “ASEAN emergency regional summit” was held.\textsuperscript{21} Even so, the status of 1086 Myanmar nationals that have been deported, were not known, whether all illegal migrants or asylum seekers. There is no clear certainty regarding their objectives, and thus it cannot be legally said that all of them are illegal migrants. There needs to be an in-depth analysis of those Myanmar nationals per-individual basis.

Therefore, protection toward foreign nationals, even if they are illegal immigrants, must still be provided. As such, it becomes necessary to conduct further research regarding the justification for the deportation of Myanmar nationals by Malaysia during that first deportation.

This article will analyse the application of the non-refoulement principle in the first part. Secondly, the right of deportation. Third, explanation of how a Military Coup D’état could lead to persecution. The last part of the article will analyse the Malaysian Government’s Deportation activities toward Myanmar Illegal Migrants under International Law.


\textsuperscript{16} Scholten stated that “Expulsion is an act by the government to return a person against his/her will from the territorial state, and deportation is a successful expulsion”, Scholten, Andrew. International Law Aspects of Forced Deportations and Expulsions. Congress on Urban Issues, 2016, https://www.aacademica.org/andrew.scholten/9.pdf, p. 1


\textsuperscript{19} Hathaway, James. ‘Leveraging Asylum’. Articles, Jan. 2010, p.506


B. APPLICATION OF THE NON-REFOULEMENT PRINCIPLE IN INTERNATIONAL LAW

The protection in the non-refoulement principle can be evolved by recognition from the development of the Human Rights and International Humanitarian Law.22 The development can fill the gap between the situation in the future and the time that the convention was drafted. The application of this principle is intended to protect asylum seekers and refugees from actions of returning or deporting them from destination and transit countries to their countries of origin.

The principle of non-refoulement is contained in Article 33 of the 1951 Refugee Convention. It can also be found in the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (hereinafter mentioned as CAT).23 State parties to the convention are prohibited from returning a person to a country where it is believed that the person will be in a perilous situation.

This stipulation represents one of the fundamental parts of the CAT.24 UNHCR itself takes the view that the non-refoulement principle that adheres to the 1984 CAT is an inseparable part of the CAT itself, which states that countries must execute non-refoulement as the prohibition of torture itself as in international law it already become a jus cogens (peremptory norm).25 Furthermore, the non-refoulement principle is also found in Article 16 (1) of the International Convention for the Protection of All Persons from Enforced Disappearance (ICPPED).

The principle of non-refoulement26 is also considered as customary international law,27 and a jus cogens in international law, as therefore cannot be derogated28. The implication of the jus cogens is that it must be executed by all countries, regardless of state party to a convention or not. It is because the nature of jus cogens is required to be compiled by states until other jus cogens replace the principle.29

The non-refoulement principle becomes one of the main principles in the protection of people, for which the (government of the) country of origin is no longer willing or able to provide protection. In this way, the obligation of protection becomes shared responsibility of the international community30, which in certain cases becomes the primary obligation of the territorial state where an individual is currently present. Territorial states also cannot

---


26 The International Law scholar argues that the non-refoulement principle is jus cogens. However, some scholars still think that the principle is customary international law, the author will support the first argument.


29 Article 53, Vienna Convention on law of Treaties 1969

apply their national law to reject the application of the non-refoulement principle until it can be proven that the individual is not included in the group of people who cannot be deported nor who are excepted from non-refoulement, as with criminals who have been declared by courts to have committed serious crimes that disrupt the society of the country.\textsuperscript{31} On the other hand, destination countries will also examine whether the person is a threat to the security of the country.

However, the application of the non-refoulement principle depends on states\textsuperscript{32} although the principle has become \textit{jus cogens}. Hence, its application is also sometimes hindered by the ability and willingness of the state to interpret or include the state of individuals or groups as being threatened.

The principle of non-refoulement in fact is also quite similar to other international legal principles that are very much dependent on each state for the maintenance of applicability. Many countries, such as the United States, build walls to prevent refugees or asylum seekers (from Latin America) from entering their territory.\textsuperscript{33} This issue is certainly quite regrettable. Another case occurred in Indonesia when a Rohingya boat headed to Australia entered Indonesian territory; the Indonesian Navy only provided aid to the ships, without permitting them to set foot on Indonesian territory.\textsuperscript{34} This problem triggered heated debates regarding whether the action is considered to violate the non-refoulement principle or not. Meanwhile, Australia is alleged to pay Indonesia to prevent refugees from entering its territory.\textsuperscript{35} Though this allegation has not been fully verified, the issue was heard by the international community.

Europe is one of the primary destinations for refugees and has its own regulations for states who are declared to violate the non-refoulement principle by “independent state responsibility”. However, it was clearly violated by deporting asylum seekers out of its territory. The second is “responsibility from an internationally wrongful act committed by a third country”.\textsuperscript{36} In this regard, European countries do not directly commit the violation but intentionally assist, directing, or coercing such violation. Europe also possesses a human rights court that can impose sanctions on states that violate human rights in its territory.

Third-party or transit countries avoid the obligation to protect through their immigration laws states that they have rights to deport anyone who enters their territory without sufficient legal documents. Transit countries should provide wider exemption if indeed, according to a strong justification, the migrants are believed to be asylum seekers. This must be immediately reported to the UNHCR to be responded with good actions of management and protection.

Yet, there is a loophole in the 1951 Convention on the Status of Refugees in regards to the claim of illegal migrants in Article 33 Paragraph (2). The exception applies only if the condition of a direct relationship between persons and the above requirement is proven.\textsuperscript{37} The territorial state shall analyse

\begin{itemize}
\end{itemize}
the situation for each asylum seeker or even the refugees. If the territorial state has any doubt situation in the origin state, the territorial state shall cancel or delay the deportation.

In the end, as customary international law ‘non-refoulement’ shall be applied regardless the state is party to the convention or not. However, to make countries respect and fulfill the non-refoulement principle as customary of international law is still the work of the UN.

C. DEPORTATION OF MYANMAR NATIONALS FROM MALAYSIA TO MYANMAR DURING THE PERIOD OF THE MILITARY COUP D’ÉTAT IN MYANMAR IN INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS LAW

The movement of people from one country to another has been conducted long before the advancement of technology and information and the movement is part of people’s rights. This movement is conducted with various objectives, but the primary objective is related to the factors of economy, social and political as well as security in the country of origin. Because of this movement, almost no country with open borders does not have foreign nationals who live in its territory.

On the other hand, the movements that people make are not only conducted according to law but also through illegal means. They are called as “illegal migrants or undocumented or irregular Migrant”. This can be the case if the destination country is a developed country that is quite selective in granting residence permits to other foreign nationals. This affects the security of the destination country, hence it is justified to deport foreign nationals who enter a country without appropriate permits according to the regulations of a territorial state.

Deportation is one of the authorities of territorial countries to maintain their territorial security as well as to protect its residents. Deportation applies to “a person who has either violate or admitted in error their residency or application”. Deportation can be applied to illegal migrants but not to asylum seekers or refugees. These two terms are applied to individuals in considering their reasons or objectives leaving their places of origin. If the main objectives are economic, then the individuals are included as migrants. But if the objectives are related to the fear of persecution based on religion, group, race, language, political affiliation, and nationality in their region of origin, then they are included as asylum seekers.

The case in Malaysia occurred when there was a military coup d’état in Myanmar. The junta military as the rulers of Myanmar request Malaysia to send back all Myanmar nationals who came illegally. In response to this, Malaysia immediately coordinated to deport Myanmar’s illegal migrants who are present in the country. The illegal migrants were deported by the Myanmar military vessels that were intentionally sent by the government of Myanmar to carry back the Myanmar nationals. However, the Malaysian

---

38 CAT, ICPPED, and 1951 Geneva Convention

42 Ibid
stated that the deportation must be postponed because the situation in Myanmar was not secure enough for Myanmar nationals. Nonetheless, 1086 illegal migrants from Myanmar were still deported from Malaysia.55 This was criticised by various countries, the UN, and NGOs in the field of humanitarian affairs.

After the first deportation of Myanmar illegal immigrants back to Myanmar, the government of Malaysia still has the agenda to conduct the second and third stages of deportation to Myanmar. This plan received greater opposition. At the same time, the situation in Myanmar was intensified with increased tension and the killing of activists in Myanmar. This brings Malaysia deferred the deportation but not cancel. Under the non-refoulement principle, the sending back of foreign nationals who do not possess official documents must consider the situation and condition of the country of origin of the illegal immigrants

1. Right Of Deportation

State sovereignty represents the highest right of a country. With this sovereignty, a state has the right to regulate its own territory without interference or intervention from other states. However, this right is limited by international regulations, for example regarding the protection of human rights, as well as by the sovereignty of other states.

A government has the right to produce appropriate regulations to protect people in its territory. Hence, it becomes an absolute right of a sovereign government.

In terms of immigration, the government of a territorial state has the right to grant or deny permission to anyone entering its territory based on the applicable laws.47 However, in general, the regulation is merely focused on administrative matters such as documents to be fulfilled by individuals based on the purpose of entering the state. This applies not only to foreign nationals who intend to visit, but also who wish to study, work, or permanently reside in the destination country. Every country conducts its own screening with different requirements.

As explained above, when foreign nationals enter the territory of a destination state, there are two possibilities: first, they are permitted to enter with official documents; or second, they are denied because the documents are not fulfilled. The latter of these often occurs to immigrants, particularly those who wish to seek jobs in developed countries. For example, the United States, England, the Netherlands, France, and Australia are several countries that are inhabited by various kinds of immigrants who came from tens or even hundreds of years ago, thereby creating their own communities. These countries are countries with high rates of illegal immigrants entering their territories.

The entry of illegal immigrants causes states to conduct deportation for them. One of the most important reasons is to maintain the security and protection of their own nationals.

Deportation is a forced act of sending back foreign nationals, both individuals and groups, from the territory of a state.48 This is a chosen policy for dealing with illegal or undocumented migrants.49 The most important part about deportation is it affects not only to the deported person,
but their entire families are also affected by the verdicts and actions of all aspects of immigration, such as government staff, bureaucrats, attorneys, judges, security staff, border control agents, politicians, NGOs, and the media.

Deportation is also more commonly known as “expulsion” or “removal”, but in a meeting at the UN General Assembly in 2006 that discussed the “Expulsion of Aliens”, it was regulated that expulsion is slightly different from deportation. Expulsion is more directed to formal verdicts or orders that are issued by the department that handles foreign nationals, while deportation itself is the enforcement of verdicts or orders.

“Expulsion refers to the order of a State government advising an individual – in general, a foreign national or a stateless person – to leave the territory of that State within a fixed and usually short period of time. This order is generally combined with the announcement that it will be enforced, if necessary, by deportation. In short, expulsion means the prohibition to remain inside the territory of the ordering State; deportation is the factual execution of the expulsion order. … The execution of expulsion normally entails deportation, i.e. the coercive transportation of the alien out of the territory of the expelling State, if the alien refuses to leave voluntarily.” 51

Expulsion is a directive and deportation is the method that is conducted to carry out the expulsion.

The government of territorial states, in possessing rights to send back immigrants, also needs to execute those rights by conducting investigations on whether they are immigrants or asylum seekers. The burden of proof lies with the respective individuals. Territorial states will only ensure, but for states that do not recognize refugees, the role of UNHCR and the willingness of the state to open up access for the UNHCR becomes very important in order to protect those foreign nationals.

Article 32 of the 1951 Geneva Convention, expulsion cannot be used on refugees even if under national security or public order. However, it could be done to undocumented migrants or illegal migrants.

In general, the deportation process is conducted for foreign nationals who conduct actions that are not appropriate to applicable laws in territorial states. Most instances of deportation are conducted toward foreign nationals who do not possess official documents or ones that are appropriate to the kind of residence permit. However, each state can add reasons for the deportation of foreign nationals to their respective immigration laws.

In the end, deportation is a right that is possessed by territorial states. To that right, the responsibility to protect the residents of territorial states and foreign nationals also adheres. Thus, in conducting deportation, territorial states need to be very cautious.

2. The Non-Refoulement Principle and the Territorial State Right to Conduct Deportation of Illegal Migrants

The non-refoulement principle only applies to foreign nationals who from their origins can prove that they are actual objects of persecution or torture. However, if the individual issue is merely an economic problem, this principle cannot be applied, and deportation becomes one of the results of their journey. 52


The principle of non-refoulement itself in the 1951 Convention on the Status of Refugees also contains an exception for party states, by which they are allowed to send back asylum seekers or refugees if it is considered that the asylum seekers or refugees can disrupt security and order in the destination country. However, this exception for non-refoulement under Article 33 (2) only applies if it can indeed be proven that a direct relationship exists between refugees and the requirement above.\textsuperscript{53}

However, the screening process needs to be conducted very carefully. For this, destination countries are not only considered from the 1951 Convention on the Status of Refugees but also the treaties of CAT, ICCPR, CRC, GC IV, and ICPPED.\textsuperscript{54} This is because these treaties demand state parties not to send back foreign nationals who come to their territories.

Problems occur because several states have stated that they are not a state party to the refugee convention, and thus they do not have obligation under the convention. This creates much burden for asylum seekers to obtain protection, particularly in transit countries.

Transit countries such as Indonesia, Malaysia, and Thailand will never recognize refugees, since in their national law there are no regulations to accept them as refugees. As such, the screening will be left up to the UNHCR which is present in the country. Governments of transit countries usually only accommodate them if they enter territorial areas, and they will be transferred to the UNHCR. If they cannot convince immigration that they wish to ask for asylum at the UNHCR in transit countries, they will be classified as illegal immigrants, who in the end will be deported to their countries of origin forcefully.

This matter is supported by the viewpoint that they might threaten national security. However, this is subjective because each state has sovereignty to make its own interpretations regarding which activities are considered to disrupt public order and security, and which are not. The interpretations among states can be different from one to another. This viewpoint becomes an important reference to create a safe and harmonious society.

Therefore, if a state deports foreign nationals for security and public order, it will be difficult for other countries to oppose unless they are willing to bring the case to an international court. It is important to prove that the deportation is within their regulations.

Even so, it shall be taken into account that the principle of non-refoulement is customary of international law and also considered as jus cogens.\textsuperscript{55} Therefore, if a state defends itself behind its non-participation in treaties that explicitly forbid refoulement, deportation cannot be justified.\textsuperscript{56} A state is bound by the principles of general law and jus cogens that must be obeyed.\textsuperscript{57}

In this way, there is an overlap between the right and prohibition to deport in the non-refoulement principle. However, to justify deportation, states must conduct investigations or screening of illegal migrants who enter their territories. Indeed, this needs time and costs, but that is what the state should do.

If a territorial state does not recognize refugees, the burden of recognition will be transferred to the UNHCR that is present in the territorial state. Thus,

\begin{itemize}
\end{itemize}
access by the UNHCR to the detention centre for illegal immigrants must be granted. However, not all states are willing to provide access to the detention centres. Coordination between the government of a territorial state and the UNHCR must also proceed well for the interests of asylum seekers.

Another issue is that the asylum seekers have no documents at all and they mingle with other illegal immigrants. Thus sometimes territorial states gather them together and do not investigate per-individual basis.

With the excuse that the state has rights as part of sovereignty, territorial states prioritise deportation instead of participating in giving support through funds for foreign nationals. Hungary even created a blockade fence as a form of government rejection of asylum seekers who enter its territory.

In the end, the right of deportation must be executed with consideration of the non-refoulement principle. In this way, the deportation becomes valid according to law. With prudence applied in the screening process for foreign nationals, territorial states can protect them in the best manner.

3. Military Coup D'état as a Form of Persecution or Threat for the Continuity of Life of Civilians

Persecution drives people to leave their home and seek a safer life. Their lives are threatened by the persecution either by state apparatus or other civilians, and the government is unable or unwilling to provide protection for them.

The inability or unwillingness of governments to provide protection also becomes one of the factors that prove the absence of protection or the evidence of threats that are faced by individuals or certain groups, which causes fear among them. This fear becomes the basis for the fulfilment of the fear-of-persecution criteria that is present in Article 1 of the 1951 Convention on the Status of Refugees.

Moreover, Hathaway described “the sustained or systematic violation of basic Human rights demonstrative of a failure of state (p. 58) could be considered as ‘persecution’.

In considering the case of Myanmar, there are problems where the legitimate government was overthrown by a military coup d’etat. In particular, there was further escalation of popular opposition against the military coup d’etat. The coup d'etat is considered to harm the democracy in Myanmar that has been created with much effort, although indeed the Rohingya case also becomes a particular remark for the democracy in Myanmar.

The cause of this event is that the government of Myanmar is considered did not organised fair and honest general elections, and thus the military attempted to create general elections of a better quality according to their perceptions. However, until today general elections have never been held, and the military maintains power for a longer period.

A coup d'état (coup) is “the infiltration of a small but critical segment of the state apparatus which is then used to displace the government” (p. 58). When interpreted, a coup is then the “entry of a critical state apparatus section for the purpose of toppling a legitimate government”. Therefore, a coup is often understood as an act of state apparatus or the people to bring down or replace a legitimate government, to create a new government in the form that they desire.

A military coup that often occurs is forcefully conducted with the usage of full arms with the objectives of the coup

---

to be immediately achieved. Military coups were in Mali in 2012, Central African Republic in 2013, Sudan in 1989 that led to a civil war that eventually separated Sudan and South Sudan, which eventually again led to a struggle of power in South Sudan up to the present, and the latest in Afghanistan by the Taliban. Many coups often occur in the region of Africa, which is politically and economically still unstable. In addition, in ASEAN itself, military coups in Myanmar have also occurred several times and have led to persecution and fear for the civilians of Myanmar.

To examine whether a coup can be said to be one of the forms of persecution, it becomes necessary to examine what is meant by persecution in international refugee law. Persecution is indeed not defined clearly in the 1951 Convention on the Status of Refugees, but in the UNHCR Handbook in Paragraph 51 there is a commonly accepted definition taken from a case\(^\text{60}\) that was adopted to become:

“\textit{to pursue, hunt, drive’ and ‘to pursue with malignancy or injurious action; especially to oppress for holding a heretical opinion or belief’}.”

Therefore, persecution can be understood as an act to seek people with fierceness, detriment, or even oppression because of different views or faith from the perpetrators. It can be because of religious backgrounds, ethnicities or races, or even different political viewpoints. Persecution must also be proven by individuals in each individually occurring case.

Persecution in international refugee law cannot be separated from “fear” itself. Both of these become important elements in determining the status of asylum seekers to be regarded as refugees. Fear of being persecuted is a quite abstract concept, where the burden of proof is also placed on individuals and the assessor only examines from their point of view, as this can be said to be quite subjective.

Furthermore, persecution still does not have a clear definition.\(^\text{61}\) Persecution, when considered based on Article 32 of the 1951 Convention, can be regarded as an act that threatens freedom and living because of religion, nationality, political opinion, or becoming a member of a certain social group. Even so, it is necessary to examine on a case-by-case basis as the subjective factor of the actual fear that was experienced by the individuals must be understood by the assessment officers for asylum seekers. These officials, usually from immigration, shall be wise so every person can be protected according to their needs.

Persecution is different from prosecution. There is a clear limit between the two based on the clarity of the conducted punishment. Prosecution means that a law is violated, and therefore the state can legally impose punishment. Meanwhile, persecution is conducted by way of intent that can disturb the lives of people, whether by government apparatus or other people in general. As such, persecution can just be felt by some individuals, but not to others because the form of treatment can possibly be different.

Persecution is inseparable from fear toward certain actions that can endanger a person. It is not only limited to what was experienced but also possible events that can occur in the future or at a later time.

To answer whether a military coup d’état can provide justification for an actual fear of persecution for Myanmar residents, it is necessary to conduct individual assessments whether they will be actually affected or not. However, the


coup d’état that has developed into a social conflict that leads to the death of civilians can be the nexus between fear of persecution in a military coup d’état.

On the other hand, it is possible that people who did not take part in the struggle against the military coup d’état nor supporters of the legitimate government will not be persecuted. However, there is no guarantee in the midst of political instability in the country. According to Lord Hoffman, persecution can also be formulated as “persecution = serious harm + the failure of state protection”\(^62\). Persecution can be understood as serious danger or injury because the government fails to provide the expected protection. Hence, the nexus of fear is not only the direct consequence of them being injured or targeted but also fear of becoming the next victim.

UNHCR also claims that several actions could lead to persecution such as:

‘serious physical harm, loss of freedom, and other serious violations of basic human rights’;\(^63\)

‘Discriminatory treatment’;\(^64\)

The combination of numerous harms’;\(^65\)

Accordingly, a military coup d’état can be included within persecution, although it is also necessary to examine the level of the coup d’état that occurred in that state.

If a coup d’état has the potential to cause losses or injury, whether physical or mental such as through murder, leaving behind political opponents, forced dispersal of opposing demonstrations that can cause injury or death, inappropriate use of weapons to civilians, execution of opponents in public, this can give pressure and cause serious injury to public. Further, because the military coup d’état is conducted by the state apparatus that has the task to maintain national security, the expected protection is unlikely to exist. It also tends to dull the law enforcement officers that have the duty to maintain public order such as the police or the Department of Justice.

A military coup d’état without consideration of civilians as the primary objective makes it a violation of human rights. This can be seen from the restriction of rights of the people while the will of the military becomes the primary matter in the execution of governance.

The nexus between a military coup d’état and persecution must also be examined on a case-per-case basis. There can still be the possibility that a military coup d’état can instead be desired by the people, which will not lead to persecution as a result of the coup d’état. In contrast, in the unwanted military coup d’état, persecution of civilians can occur in the beginning of the coup or later after the coup.

Accordingly, territorial states where illegal migrants are present must consider the condition of their country of origin. State can request its ambassador in the country of origin of the migrant or the ambassador of the country of the illegal migrants to explain the existing situation. If this is still considered insufficient, the state can ask related information through NGOs that are present in the country of origin. Through the uncovering of information from several parties, a territorial state can make the decision to deport or not. The decision will be far more appropriate and not violate the rights of the illegal migrants.

4. The Application of the Non-Refoulement Principle in the Case of Deportation of Myanmar Nationals


\(^63\) UNHCR, Op.cit. para. 52

\(^64\) Ibid. para 54, see also: Andreade argue that “serious restriction on the applicant’s rights could be categorised as persecution”, Andreade, op.cit., p. 124

\(^65\) Ibid, para 53
The deportation by Malaysia is not only for illegal migrants from Myanmar but also from other countries such as Indonesia, the Philippines, Vietnam, Cambodia, Bangladesh, India, and Pakistan, as well as several Middle Eastern and African nationals. Each year, the government of Malaysia deport more than 1000 illegal immigrants to their countries of origin because they entered Malaysian territory without permission or sufficient documents to live in Malaysia.

Malaysia is one of the largest immigrant destination countries in Southeast Asia. Data from the Department of Immigration, Ministry of Home Affairs indicated that 1.98 million regular migrant workers worked in Malaysia in September 2019. This number continues to increase every year, unless during a pandemic where countries close and tightly regulate their boundaries, the number has decreased. However, when the pandemic ends, it is predicted that the number will increase.

Indonesian nationals are the highest immigrant in Malaysia at 690,659 people. Meanwhile, Myanmar nationals are 140,461 people. However, this data does not include undocumented migrants in Malaysia.

Most migrants choose Malaysia because the country has a large income and is also an Islamic country that becomes a new hope for Muslims in other developing or poor countries to seek a far better economic life as well as to carry out their religious teachings easier. Yet, this matter is exactly what makes Malaysia far more selective in accepting foreign workers who enter its territory.

Regulations regarding these migrant workers or immigrants are found in “The Immigration Act, The Employment Act 1955/1998 and [the] Malaysia Penal Code”. The violation of this law can be sanctioned in criminal sentences. In handling the issue of immigration in Malaysia, Department, the police force, and Ikatan Relawan Rakyat Malaysia (People’s Volunteer Corps or Rela).

In Malaysia immigration Act it is not firmly stated as “deportation” but they use the term “removal”. Accordingly, the following are categories of people that can be deported:

1) **Prohibited Immigrant**:
   a) “any person who is unable to demonstrate that he has ability to support himself and his dependants (if any) or that he has definite employment awaiting him, or who is likely to become poor or a burden on society
   b) any person suffering from a mental disorder mental disability, or suffering from a contagious or infectious disease that makes his presence in Malaysia a danger to society;
   c) any person who refuses to undergo a medical examination after being required to do so under subsection 39A(1);
   d) any person who—
   i. has been convicted any offence and sentenced to imprisonment for any term in any state, and has not received a free pardon; and
   ii. because circumstances relating to the sentenced are considered by the Director General to be an undesirable immigrant;
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e) any prostitute, or any person, who is living on or receiving, or who, prior to entering Malaysia, lived on or received, the proceeds of prostitution;

f) any person who procures or attempts to bring into Malaysia prostitutes or women or girls for the purpose of prostitution or other immoral purpose;

g) vagrants and habitual beggars;

h) whose entry into Malaysia is, or at the time of his entry was, unlawful under this or any other written law for the time being in force;

i) any person who believes in or advocates the overthrow by force or violence of any Government in Malaysia or of any established government or of constituted law or authority or who disbelieves in or is opposed to established government, or who advocates the assassination of public officials, or who advocates or teaches the unlawful destruction of property;

j) any person who is a member of or affiliated with any organisation entertaining or teaching disbelief in or opposition to established government or advocating or teaching the duty, necessity or propriety of the unlawful assaulting or killing of any officer, either of specific individuals or officers generally, of any Government in Malaysia or of any established government, because of his or their official character, or advocating or teaching the unlawful destruction of property;

k) any person who, in consequence of information received from any source deemed by the Minister* to be reliable, or from any government, through official or diplomatic channels, is deemed by the Minister* to be an undesirable immigrant;

l) has been removed from any country or state by the government of that country or state on repatriation for any reason whatever and who, by reason of the circumstances connected therewith, is deemed by the Director General to be an undesirable immigrant;

m) any person who, being required by any written law for the time being in force to be in possession of valid travel documents, is not in possession of those documents or is in possession of forged or altered travel documents or travel documents which do not fully comply with any such written law;

n) the family and dependants of a prohibited immigrant; and

o) any person, or any member of a class of persons, against whom an order has been made under paragraph 9(1)(a), or whose Pass or Permit has been cancelled under paragraph 9(1)(b) or 9(1)(c) respectively, or to whom such cancellation applies under subsection 9(6).”
However, when Malaysian immigration suspects an individual belongs to the group of prohibited immigrants, the burden of proof is in the individual. Therefore, individuals must be prepared to prove upon entry into Malaysian territory that they are not part of the group of prohibited immigrants. Foreign nationals upon entry must be able to show proof that they came legally with the sufficient documents.

2) Illegal Immigrant

Illegal immigrants themselves are people other than Malaysians who conduct acts that violate these regulations:

a) Section 5

Regarding approved routes for entry into Malaysian territorial areas, such as airports or other regions that have been determined for entry portals

b) Section 6

Regarding access controls for entry into the Malaysian territorial area, for which foreign nationals must possess legal entry permits

c) Section 8

Regarding prohibited immigrants

d) Section 9

Regarding the power of the Director-General to forbid, or cancel permits that have been given, with reasons that can be held accountable

e) Section 15

Regarding unlawful entry or presence in Malaysia

3) Unlawful persons remaining in Malaysia

Illegal people who are present in Malaysia comprise individuals who stay:

a) “after the cancellation of any Permit or Certificate under this Part;

b) after the making of a declaration under subsection 14(4);

c) after the expiration of the period of any Pass relating to or issued to him; or

d) after the notification to him, in such manner as may be prescribed, of the cancellation, under any regulations made under this Act, of any Pass relating to or issued to him.”

Myanmar nationals who enter Malaysia without sufficient documents can be forbidden to enter Malaysia. Myanmar residents can be included into the categories of prohibited immigrant, illegal immigrant, or unlawful person remaining in Malaysia. This possibility is considering the immense flow of immigrants that enter Malaysia each year.

However, on the first stage of deportation by Malaysia, the status of deported immigrants is still not known. Malaysia believed that they were illegal immigrants and were valid to be deported. Malaysia also stated that there were absolutely no asylum seekers included. Furthermore, there were no Rohingya who were deported within the group.

Thus, deportation that was conducted by Malaysia was in line with existing general conditions. For foreign nationals included in the categories above, Malaysia has the legal right to deport them. Other countries or even the international community cannot interfere.

The deportation that is conducted by a territorial state, in this case Malaysia, is conducted in various ways. This can be by aeroplane or ship, depending on the agreement of each country. Deportation is conducted after the assessment from Malaysia regarding the status of the foreign nationals who are present in the territory. Malaysia or any other territorial state has the right to conduct arrest and even detention of illegal immigrants until
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another course of action takes place, such as deportation or efforts to assert the claim of refugee status. However, the UNHCR doubts that all the people who were deported are illegal migrants because Malaysia does not permit the UNHCR to provide aid or even check the illegal migrants that enter Malaysia. Therefore, it becomes necessary to conduct an assessment beforehand, or at the very least, to obtain appropriate data from the government of Malaysia regarding the Myanmar nationals who were deported. In this way, if the entirety of those who were deported were illegal migrants from Myanmar, the deportation becomes valid in the legal perspectives of Malaysian law as well as international law.

However, it shall be taken into account when the illegal migrants were in Malaysia and established, and the repatriation request was received, the situation in Myanmar had already changed. The situation in Myanmar was no longer normal, as a military coup d’etat had occurred and caused the instability. Therefore, the government of Malaysia must also consider this issue carefully.

The situation in Myanmar changed quickly by the military coup d’etat that led to massive protests on the streets in the cities of Myanmar and escalated to violence and struggles between the military and civilians. BBC stated that the people of Myanmar experienced persecution. In 2017, persecution against the Rohingya ethnic group, and thus it is quite possible that civilians who are considered to be unsupportive of the new government will also be treated in the same way. Victims have become unavoidable, as more than 400 people against the military coup died, and hundreds of others became injured. Additionally, Human Rights Watch also reported that 75 children were among those of the dead. More than 100 people were reported to be forcefully eliminated, tortured and raped. Over 100 cases of arbitrary arrest. The Myanmar military stated a general election would be held in August 2023, meanwhile military take charge of the government.

The changing situation that occurred in the country of origin can also be the reason that deportation that was valid becomes inappropriate and violates the non-refoulement principle that exists in not only the refugee status convention but also the CAT, where Malaysia is a party to CAT. Because of the rapidly changing situation, particularly since civilians have risen up in opposition and the Myanmar military continued to attack civilians, whether directly or indirectly, it is proper for Malaysia to suspect the possibility that Myanmar nationals who are deported will not be assured of the safety and continuance of their lives. The insecure situation that occurs will not only destroy the economy but also possibly continue to disrupt national security and defence.

Although the deportation was conducted one week after the fall of the government of Myanmar to the hands of the military and the conflict had not escalated, yet the military coup d’etat was not the first time. Furthermore, considering how the military handled cases such as the Rohingya and several ethnic groups that have risen up in opposition, Malaysia should have been


able to foresee the worst possibilities toward Myanmar nationals.

While Malaysia arrested the illegal immigrants before the military coup d'état, during the deportation, the situation changed drastically. Malaysia cannot rely on their prior assessment; they must also consider the condition of the country of origin up until the time of deportation and predict the conditions of the country in the near future, whether it would be dangerous to the deported people or not.

Indeed, the military coup d'état is not written explicitly as one of the reasons for persecution, yet the government of Malaysia should have been able to see that the persecution would affect or even threaten the lives of the Myanmar people later on. It is very much possible that in the beginning, they were not one of the groups that received persecution, but if they were deported, there is no guarantee that they will not be persecuted. Persecution is accompanied by “well-founded fear” of the individuals that they might get later on.

Unstable politics and opposition against the Myanmar military by the civilians is possibly causing the Myanmar nationals to be in the midst of uncertainties and become victims in the future. If a strong foundation is discovered regarding acts that can affect the lives of the people who are deported, other methods then need to be considered.

Malaysia should have given access to the UNHCR after the outbreak of the conflict or the military coup d'état in Myanmar to protect the illegal migrants who are possibly asylum seekers. Even if Malaysia is unwilling to provide access to the UNHCR or still considers them illegal immigrants, Malaysia should have deferred the deportation until there is certainty on the safety and protection when they return to Myanmar.

Even if Malaysia considers that temporary protection is perceived to be a burden and can disrupt the stability of the state, Malaysia can seek assistance from other countries, international organisations, or NGOs to provide temporary protection for Myanmar immigrants while waiting for the process of restoring security in Myanmar. That is a state obligation in the condition of inability. Thus, a state, even in a critical condition, cannot simply leave alone without taking action, although they need requests for assistance for foreign nationals in its territory.

The exemption to the non-refoulement principle also cannot be applied in this case. It can only be applied if the state becomes a state party to the 1951 Convention because Article 33 (2) is not yet affirmed as an international customary law. In addition, Malaysia must prove that in the presence of those illegal immigrants, the security and stability of the state of Malaysia is threatened. Even if Malaysia says that it is not a party to the 1951 Convention and therefore has no obligation to provide protection toward illegal immigrants who can be asylum seekers after the coup d'état has occurred, human rights protection needs to be provided.

The non-participation of Malaysia in the ICCPR or ICESCR does not absolve the responsibility of the state to protect individuals in difficulties. The human rights principle is important, even if a territorial state declares itself not to be a part of a treaty, the human rights principle can protect and create pressure on territorial states to do so even if only temporarily.

Human rights law expects countries in the world to protect foreign nationals present in their territories if indeed their countries of origin are unable or unwilling to assist. Furthermore, the humanitarian and “responsibility to protect” principles allocate obligation or responsibility to the international community to provide assistance to foreign nationals in difficult or dangerous conditions.
Conclusion
The request of the Myanmar military junta to deport Myanmar nationals should be rejected by Malaysia considering the situation in the case. It is true that in the beginning, there were no classification as asylum seekers, but with the development of the struggle between the military junta and civilians, Malaysia should defer or cancel the deportation of the Myanmar people until the situation improves and the deportees did not face a well-founded fear of persecution in Myanmar. Yet, the first deportation that was conducted by Malaysia resulted in a violation of *jus cogens*, as the principle of non-refoulement. As such, the deportation should be cancelled because of the presence of the basic reason that security in Myanmar territory cannot yet be fully ensured, considering bloody struggles between the military and civilians.

The worsening situation of the military coup d’état will lead to a situation where “well-founded fear” becomes proven and fulfilled. Although it is not certain that the Myanmar nationals in Malaysia comprise members of civilian opposition or individuals who are considered enemies by the military junta government, the government of Malaysia should have appropriately assessed that the military coup d’état becomes sufficient reason to see that persecution is present in Myanmar. Even if the determinant of the situation – as being persecuted or not – has to rely on per-individual interpretation, in the end, it remains that the safety of people is a human right that must be prioritised over the right to deport or the request to return citizens to their areas of origin. Thus, in the end, civilians who cannot obtain protection from their countries can still acquire a sense of protection from another country, even if that protection is only temporary as each person has the right to be protected.
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